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investigation into the design and inspection of the steel truss bridges. Further
investigation into the collapse revealed that a gusset plate experienced sway buckling,
causing the bridge failure. This bridge failure motivated research into the analysis and
design of gusset plates. Another major motivation for the current research is the effect
of the connecting member’s stiffness on the capacity of the gusset plate, which is not
considered in the current design methods. The research presented in this thesis
discusses a nonlinear finite-element analysis approach using OpenSees for load rating
gusset plates in steel structures.

Using OpenSees to analyze and design gusset plates is a new approach and
therefore validation of the model was required. Simple tension, bending, shear, hrefinement, element type, patch, and elastic range tests were conducted to validate the
model. The major parameters studied in this research include: element size, material
properties, connecting member stiffness, plate geometry, out-of-plane shape, and
magnitude of out-of-plane imperfection at the loaded members in the gusset plate. The
displacement at the centroid of the loaded members was monitored as well as out-ofplane displacement and stress contours in the gusset plate.
The results showed a strong correlation to other finite-element analysis
program predictions and experimental results from sway buckling experiments. This
research affirmed recent findings that the connecting member stiffness has a
significant effect on the load capacity of a gusset plate connection. The results and
comparisons also show that the new method using OpenSees is conservative in
predicting sway buckling in gusset plates with connecting members. The predicted
failure load for both single and double gusset plate connections was found to be
conservative as well. The current research has shown great promise in its ability to
accurately and conservatively predict failure of gusset plates, which will assist in the
design of gusset plates in the future.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The I-35 Bridge in Minneapolis suddenly collapsed at 6:05 p.m. August 1,
2006, killing 13 people and injuring 145 more. The failure occurred despite routine
inspections performed in accordance with FHWA codes for fracture critical structures.
The magnitude of this disaster triggered an investigation, which revealed that the
collapse was likely caused by the failure of a gusset plate connection near the center of
the bridge. Further analysis showed that the gusset plate should have been twice as
thick in order to meet the design standards at the time the bridge was designed
(National Transportation Safety Board, 2007).
Many DOTs have now realized that in addition to routine bridge inspections, it
would be beneficial to have a tool that indicates if a gusset plate is adequate for the
current load requirements. If the gusset plate is not adequate, a more detailed
investigation can take place. Including gusset plate connections in the load rating
process of existing bridges poses a significant challenge to bridge owners. Steel truss
bridges have a large number of gusset plate connections and the analysis required in
evaluating each connection is complex.
The purpose of the current research is to develop an automated finite-element
analysis program using OpenSees that allows an engineer to quickly analyze a gusset
plate and indicate if the plate requires further analysis. With plate geometry and
fastener (bolt) locations provided by digital imaging tools or determined from design
drawings, the user could then input various parameters such as steel yield stress,
member load magnitudes, load combinations, plate thickness, and other pertinent
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gusset plate information. In addition to plate properties, current research has shown
that the connecting member stiffness can have a significant effect on the ultimate load
capacity of the gusset plate and is therefore also considered (Hafner, 2012).
Once the material properties, loads, and geometry are input into the program, a
finite-element analysis is performed on the gusset plate connection. Only the gusset
plate connection is considered in this analysis. The software developed with OpenSees
does not perform an analysis of the entire bridge structure. This analysis then creates
a load versus displacement response that can be used to predict the ultimate failure
load of the given gusset plate connection.
The predicted ultimate failure is based on an approximation method, which
includes finite-element analysis, modeling, detail, and other approximations. To
approximate sway buckling load, the gusset plate is displaced a percentage of the plate
thickness in the direction of the eigenvectors in first mode shape based on of the
stiffness matrix. The plate is then progressively loaded until failure occurs. The
reduction in tangent stiffness of the load versus displacement at the centroid of the
loaded bolt groups indicates the failure of the gusset plate connection. The current
research describes the details of the model, parametric studies, and various
comparisons to experimental tests that were conducted to show the validity of the
model.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
A literature review was conducted and the articles are summarized and
discussed in the following sections. Pertinent topics include, but are not limited to
gusset plate failures such as the I-35 disaster in Minneapolis, gusset plate analysis,
basic meshing techniques and constitutive models in structural finite-element analysis,
and experimental research conducted on gusset plates. The following review will
discuss primary resources, which strongly relate to the current research and secondary
resources, which only portions of the topic relate to the current research.
The finite element analysis has different components that are examined in this
review. The material constitutive model was examined, which relates the element
stress to the element strain. Different element types were examined as well to
determine what types are currently being used and which types are producing
consistent and accurate results. Different elements may have different numbers of
nodes or have different assumption for the numerical integration points. Hardening
was also examined in this review. Isotropic hardening was the only type found for this
type of analysis, but kinematic hardening is often used for dynamic analysis. Isotropic
hardening assumes that the material will have a linear load verse displacement
response until yield occurs, at which point the stiffness of the element is reduces to a
percentage of the initial stiffness (Young’s Modulus).
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2.1 Discussion of Primary Resources
Each author took a different approach to finite-element modeling and therefore
each was a valuable resource for information and comparison for the current research.
Some major trends in the different methods of finite-element analysis of gusset plates
include: isotropic hardening of 1-3% of Young’s modulus, four node elements or
reduced four node elements, loading parallel to the connecting members, and Von
Mises criterion and flow rules. Each article stated that enough elements were used in
the model to avoid artificial stiffness. Artificial stiffness can occur when large
elements are used and the local effects of stress are not being properly modeled.
However, h-refinement tests were not shown by any of the articles discussed in this
review. A summary of the software, type of elements, material model, and loading
conditions can be seen in Table 2.1.

Resource Finite-Element Models
Elasto-plastic finite element analysis of welded truss connections
In this article Chung-Ping Lau addresses some of the basics of finite-element
modeling. The purpose of this article was to develop and validate a finite-element
model for welded connection called ELAPLAS. The author reasons that one of the
major benefits to using a finite-element model is that it can handle complex stressrelationships, including strain-hardening of materials.
Finite-element theory is discussed in the beginning of the paper to establish a
basis for the finite-element model. The first idea that is discussed is the Von Mises
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criterion where ̅ represents the equivalent stress of the element at the integration
point.

  1/ 2[(11   22 )2  ( 22   33 )2  ( 33  11 )2  6(122   232   312 )]

(2.1)

For this model an incremental theory of plasticity was used. A simplified
equation was chosen by the author where [Dep] is the elasto-plastic matrix, [D] is the
constitutive matrix, and ET and E are the tangent and elastic moduli respectively.
(2.2)
The author has a particularly clear explanation of the incremental tangent
stiffness method. The author describes the following 6 steps:
(1) Apply a load increment and perform an elastic analysis. Scale the highest stress in
the structure so that the element has just reached the initial yield surface.
(2) Apply an additional load increment (AP) and update the total displacements,
stresses, and strains.
(3) Evaluate and check if the effective (von Mises) stresses exceed the yield limit for
each element.

If so, compute the effective plastic strain increment (ACp) cor-

responding to the current state of stress. The plastic strain increments (AeP) can then
be calculated. This value is used to update the total strains of the element at the current
load level.
(4) For the yielded elements, determine the elasto-plastic matrix [D'P] and substitute
this for the elasticity matrix [D] to calculate the stiffness matrices and stresses in the
usual manner. Thus, a new tangent stiffness matrix is produced.
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(5) Return to step 2 with the new tangent stiffness matrix.
(6) Repeat steps 2-5 inclusive for each load increment until the total load level has
been reached or until convergence occurs, as defined by a failure limit.
For the transition region between elastic and plastic the author has chosen to
use an interpolation technique. The convergence criteria is fairly simple for this finiteelement model. Failure is defined as the point at which an elemnt reaches a rupture
strain (Chung-Ping Lau, William, et al. 1982).
The model that was created can be best seen in Figure 2.1. The area of stress
distribution has been modeled with more elements so as to create a more realistic
outcome. The ends of each member have been restrained and loads are applied to the
diaginal and the bottom chord in the positive x direction.

Figure 2.1: Model of Typical Truss Connection (Chung-Ping Lau, William, et al.
2012)
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When comparing the data the author made the conclusion that the analytical
results were in satisfactory agreement with the actual test data. The author also made
the effort to use his findings to create equations for design the are easier to use and
that can combine tension and shear forces.

Nonlinear Finite-Element Analysis of Critical Gusset Plates in the I-35W Bridge in
Minnesota
Minmao Liao discusses a topic of particular interest to the current research
being conducted because of the finite-element modeling of the gusset plates in the I35W Bridge in Minnesota. A brief summary of the current design methods is
discussed in order to validate the need for further development of the codes to account
for combined effects of multiple chord and diagonal members. The current design
code is based on Whitmore sections and simple beam theory. The majority of the data
used to refine the design procedure for the thickness of gusset plates was done by
testing gusset plates in tension and/or compression. This is useful for designing
structures utilizing brace frames, but it neglects some combined forces that develop in
truss bridge connections.
In the I-35W bridge failure, the initial failure that caused collapse was in a
gusset plate connection. The facture path that caused failure is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Reported locations of fracture (Liao, Minmao, et al. 2011)

Using more recent simplified design checks based on work done by Holt and
Hartmann the plate was found to be inadequate and should have been twice as thick to
transfer the shear forces produced by the design loads.
In order to use a finite-element analysis model to demonstrate the failure of the
I-35 Bridge the author chose to first validate the model with previous experimental
data from Hardash and Bjorhovde. A finite-element model was developed using
ABAQUS 6.8-1 to model the behavior of the gusset plate at failure. It was assumed in
the analysis that because of symmetry, only half of the gusset plate needed to be
analyzed. The nonlinear material behavior was modeled using the von Mises yield
criterion and isotropic hardening rule. The steel was modeled using reported yield
strengths and a post yield stiffness of 0.01 times Young’s modulus. Three different
element types were used. After running the analysis it was determined that the model
using linear isoparameteric brick elements and the linear brick elements with reduced
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integration were more appropriate because they reached the desired strength at the
appropriate displacement of 10mm. There were some discrepancies that the author
recognized and attributed to the lack of a fracture model in the analysis. Overall the
author states that the two models demonstrate the appropriate similarities, which are
high stresses near the bearing side of the bolt holes and across the last row of bolt
holes where fracture was observed.
Once the initial validation was complete a model of the actual I-35 Bridge
gusset plate was created. A number of assumptions were made such as loading at the
center of the member, creating a rigid connection at the top of the chord, and basing
the model deminsions off the as built drawings. This finite-element model is
demonstrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: (a) Gusset plate connection model (b) panel point compression connection
(Liao, Minmao, et al. 2011).

The model only considers the rivets in the single diagonal and each of the other
members were merged to the gusset plate. The reasoning behind this simplification
was that only one member needed to be considered in order to determine the stress
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strain relationships that lead to failure. Even with this simplification there were still
almost 120,000 elements in the model. An IBM Power4 system was used to run the
analysis.
After the analysis was complete that author concluded that the current design
method would have been safe in this situation, but the compression and shear
interaction may have played a key role in the yielding and failure of the bridge.
Tests of Full-Size Gusset Plate Connections
Reidar Bjorhovde placed a particular interest in current design criteria for
gusset plates and then digressed to his data, which examined certain aspects of gusset
plate behavior and strength. This paper was of interest to the current research because
it compares experimental test results with the analytical results of finite-element
models.
It was clear that the author of this article recognized the validity of the
previous research done by Whitmore and a number of other researchers mention in the
previous article. He also came to some the same conclusion as the previous authors.
He realized that the current design methods have been found to be safe, but they they
tend to be overly conservative and do not accurately model the actual behavior of the
gusset plates.
The data collected by the author of this article is based on a warren truss gusset
plate similar to the truss in the previous article. An interesting similarity of this study
and the one discussed earlier is that both only modeled the connection of one of the
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members attaching to the gusset plate. Then the rest of the gusset plate is restrained to
best model the actual conditions of the gusset plate. The author recognizes that this
does not completely model the actual plate stresses and strains, but he believed that the
influences of the other factors would be slight, based on previous studies. The plate
connection diagram is shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Overall Geometry and Details of Test Specimens (Bjorhovde, Reidar, et al.
1985)

Test results for this experiment were limited because the jack was not able to
create forces large enough to fail the plate of 3/8” thickness. Therefore only the 1/8”
plate could be tested until failure. After testing the plates the data was recorded and
compared to a finite-element model. The finite-element model used a nonlinear
computer program that included von Mises yield criterion and the associated flow
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rules. The gusset plate was modeled using quadrilateral and triangular elements. When
comparing the 300 gusset plate tests to the finite-element model there was a general
agreement in the results. The maximum stress contour line matched with the actual
fracture line. The overall strains were in good agreement with the strains that were
predicted by the finite-element model. The 450 gusset plate tests compared much like
the 300 gusset plate tests, with the exception of the out of plane buckling that occurred.
Buckling was not modeled in the finite-element model. In contrast to the 300 and 450
test, the 600 the fracture occurred in a different spot than was predicted. The author
attributed this to incorrect dimensions in the finite-element model and the fact that
buckling is not accounted for.
There were a variety of conclusions made by the author based on the data
collected. The first major conclusion that is made in this article is that the current
design method that uses Whitmore criterion is safe, but not necessarily accurate. The
second major conclusion made was that buckling due to second order effects plays a
significant role in the failure of these gusset plates under certain conditions. Finally
the author concludes that the finite-element modeling process does an acceptable job
of predicting the actual performance of the gusset plate of a given loading condition.
Rapid Assessment of Gusset Plate Safety in Steel Truss Bridges
The theme of the article written by Jeffrey Berman is the plausibility of a triage
approach for identifying gusset plates in bridges that need to be analyzed using more
sophisticated methods. This article was chosen as a pertinent topic because it
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addresses computer analysis using ANSYS software and different techniques in
modeling gusset plates. In addition it uses the I-35 Bridge as one of the gusset plates
being investigated.
The new recommended approach that is discussed in this article checks for
compressive buckling, tension shear, and block shear. The author believes that the
number of failed bridges due to overstressed gusset plates is small and therefore the
total number of overstressed gusset plates is small. This implies that the check for over
stressed gusset plates should be rapid and if there is a problem, it can be further
investigated with more sophisticated methods. To do this the author must perform the
simplified method and the sophisticated method to confirm that the simplified method
is conservative. The sophisticated method to be compared was a finite-element model
using ANSYS software.
The study of gusset plates have been primarily in braced frame structures and
in general this theory can overlap into steel truss bridges, but recent research suggests
that some of the variables may not overlap. Bridge gusset plates often have multiple
diagonal members connecting. Also buildings usually don’t have load ratings. The
author also quotes new research on ways bridges could be load rated using Load
Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) done by Higgins et al. (2010).
For the finite-element verification the author used the same software, element
types, material constitutive models, and solvers as Yoo et al. (2008). The reasoning
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behind this was that these methods have already been verified and this also allows the
author to compare results with Ocel and Wright (2008).
The gusset plate was made of four-noded reduced integration shell elements.
Once the members reached a distance of twice the member depth, the member was
transitioned into a line element. A plane-section-remain-plane master-slave constraint
was applied to this transition. These elements connected to restraint that only allowed
translation in the axial direction. The gusset plate material was modeled as a bilinear
kinematic hardening material with an initial modulus of 29,000 KSI, 3% strain
hardening, and yield stress of 51.5 KSI. These properties were derived from research
done by Ocel and Wright (2008). An out of plain restraint was applied to the gusset
plate where lateral load bracing connects. Figure 2.5 shows the model created by the
author.
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Figure 2.5: Finite-Element Mesh for Joint U10 I-35, Shown with Schematic of Typical
Boundary Conditions (Berman, et al. 2012)

When comparing the two different models, there was reasonable agreement,
which indicates that the new finite-element model is also valid. When the analysis was
done using von Mises stress, it was found that yielding occurred away from the end of
the diagonals. This indicates that there is an interaction between the different members
of the gusset plate because in a simple connection the yielding would occur near the
end of the members. Yielding was considered to be yielding of 0.5% of the area of the
gusset plate. For buckling of the plate, large initial imperfections were not considered.
However, for the experiment it was necessary to seed buckling. In order to accomplish
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this, the first mode of buckling was found from an eigenvalue buckling analysis
applied with a maximum of 1% of the plate thickness.
The TEP yield check was developed from the von Mises yield criteria. This
yield check is conservative because it assumes that stresses at the ends of the members
(σ11 and σ22) are equal and opposite to the principal stresses (σ 1 and σ2). This produces
the worst case scenario and therefore any other member configuration will produce
less than this stress. When yielding is considered it is shown that the U10 gusset plate
should have been investigated before the collapse as shown in Table 2.2. The buckling
check was chosen by comparing 3 different methods for calculating unbraced length.
The modified Thornton method with a value of K=1.0 and using the buckling
equations from AASHTO LRFD was recommended. Lastly, fasteners were not
considered because the TEP method is only concerned with the gusset plate itself.

Table 2.2 Capacity-to-Demand Ratios for Joint U10 of I-35 Bridge (Berman, et al.
2012).

The paper concluded that more research should be done on steel truss bridge
gusset plates. This conclusion was made because it was found in the analysis results
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that complex interaction of stresses are generated in the gusset plate by connecting
members. Gusset plate yielding occurred before buckling in every case in this study,
but the author recommends modified Thornton method with a value of K=1.0 and
using the buckling equations from AASHTO LRFD if there is a buckling concern. The
TEP method proved to be conservative and simple.
Experimental Research on the Behavior and Strength of Large-Scale Steel Gusset
Plates in Sway-buckling Response Including Effects of Corrosion and Retrofit Options
The research done by Anthony Hafner was a primary source of information
regarding experimental test results from the Oregon State University laboratory. The
majority of the article discussed sway buckling and the various parameters the effect
sway buckling and possibilities of retrofitting to prevent issues with deficient gusset
plates. The last section of the article discussed the finite-element analysis method used
to predict the buckling load in the plates that were tested.
The major parameters tested in this research were plate thickness, combination
member loading, initial out-of-plane imperfection, diagonal compression member outof-plane flexural stiffness, corrosion, and alternative retrofits to increase lateral
stiffness.
Five different gusset plates were loaded until failure in the study to test
corrosion and possible retrofitting options. Two of the plates functioned as controls,
one for retrofitting, and one for corrosion. Two of the plates were testing different
retrofitting options and the last plate was testing the effect of corrosion on the load
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capacity of the gusset plate connection. The bolt configuration and member numbering
can be seen in Figure 2.6.

M4
M3

M5

M2

M1

Figure 2.6: Oregon State University Gusset Plate Configuration and Numbering
(Hafner, 2012)

The research came to the logical conclusion that corrosion reduced the
resistance to sway buckling in the corroded gusset plate. The second retrofitting option
showed the best results in mitigating the risk of sway buckling failure in the test
specimens. The second option used an angled piece of steel was attached to the free
edge of the gusset plate that was most susceptible to sway buckling. This option
effectively doubled the load capacity of the gusset plate connection.
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In the study to test the effect of the connecting members out-of-plane stiffness
six specimens were tested. Three of the specimens were considered to have stiff
connecting members and the other three were considered to have soft connecting
members. Three plates had were relatively thin having a thickness of 6.4 mm and the
other three plates were considered to be thick with a thickness of 9.5 mm. A summary
of the test results can be seen in Table 1.
Table 2.3: Oregon State University Test Results Matrix (Hafner, 2012)
Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Test 5

Test 6

6.4

6.4

9.5

6.4

9.5

9.5

Loading Protocol

1

2

1

2

2

2

M4 Brace Section

Stiff

Stiff

Stiff

Soft

Soft

Soft

Max Initial Plate
Imperfection % Plate
Thickness

50%

19%

102%

43%

40%

98%

Max Axial Load at
Failure, kip

291

325

545

256

579

498

Plate Thickness, mm

a) 1 = combination loading (M4+M3+M5), 2 = monotonic loading (M4 only)
From Table 1 it can be concluded that the connecting member had a significant
effect on the maximum load of the gusset plate connection at failure. The effect of the
member had less of an effect on the connection as the thickness of the plates
increased. Another conclusion that can be made from Table 1 is that the initial out-ofplane imperfection has a significant effect on the failure load as well.
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For the finite-element analysis the author uses ABAQUS 2011 to model the
gusset plate connection. The elements used to model the gusset plates were S3R shell
elements and the assumption was made that there was linear elastic behavior. The
entire gusset plate was not modeled. The boundary conditions were set to be the
portion of the plate that was being monotonically loaded and the outer bolt groups that
bounded this section were fixed. The connecting member was modeled as “very stiff”
springs connecting the two plates with a given stiffness. This ensured that the two
plates moved together. These model parameters provided a reasonable basis for
comparison for the different retrofitting option, but no comparison was done to the
experimental data to see if the model could accurately predict the capacity of the
gusset plate connections.
Hafner concluded that the most unique finding was the discovery of the
interaction between the diagonal compression member and the ability of the gusset
plate to resist buckling. Hafner also concluded that the second retrofitting option was
an effective way to mitigate the risk of sway bucking in the retrofitted section. He
further validated this conclusion with the finite-element model results.
Numerical Modeling and Analyses of Steel Bridge Gusset Plate Connections
Thomas Kay covered many of the points of finite-element analysis for gusset
plate connections. The focus of the article was to develop a finite-element model that
could accurately and precisely predict the ultimate failure of a steel bridge gusset plate
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connection. The major parameter of the model was the type of bolt connections in the
model.
ABAQUS was used to create the gusset plate connection model. C3D8, S3,
and S4 elements were used throughout the plate model. These types of elements are 8noded brick elements, 3-noded shell elements, and 4-noded shell elements
respectively. Modeling the bolt connection without the bolt whole was considered as
the easiest option. The only element that would need to be created was a single rigid
beam element connecting the two plates together. The second option was creating the
bolt holes and making a contact surface for the bolts to transfer load to the gusset
plate. This option was considered to be the most realistic, but possibly the most
computationally intensive and complicated. The last option included a radial-spring
bolt model. This option created circular element with springs connected to the surface
of the element from the center of the element. The purpose of this element was to
simulate the effect of having the bolt hole, while easing the process of creating the 3D
gusset plate elements. Isotropic hardening was used for the material model. Values
were derived from the coupon tests done at Oregon State University.
A convergence test of mesh refinement was conducted and concluded that no
less than 6000 elements were needed for the gusset plate model. For the buckling
capacity tests loads were transferred through the connecting members into the bolts
using a displacement controlled loading system. An Eigenvalue analysis was
conducted on the gusset plates to find the first mode shape of buckling. Then an out-
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of-plane imperfection was introduced in the same shape as the first mode of buckling
obtained from the Eigenvalue analysis. The results showed reasonable correlation with
the Oregon State University test results. However, the in-plane displacement curve did
not correlate with the Oregon State University Data.
The author concluded that the simple bolt model was nearly as accurate as the
more complex models and can capture the failure load of large scale gusset plates.
However, for small scale interactions the author recommends using the 3D contact
model.

Summary of Primary Resources
Due to the failure of the I-35 bridge collapse, a great deal of research is being
done to understand and model gusset plate behavior. Finite-element analysis is
showing promising results for both predicting failure and assisting with the design of
new gusset plates. Many different finite element programs are being used such as
ABAQUS, ANSYS, ELAPLAS, and OpenSees. The material model that is most
commonly used is isotropic with a hardening parameter of about 1-3% of the elastic
modulus. For the element model, four node or three node elements are commonly used
with either rectangular or triangular geometry. A summary of the primary resources
information can be seen in Table 2.1.
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2.2 Discussion of Secondary Resources
In the article Elastic Buckling Strengths of Gusset Plate Connections Roger
Cheng examines buckling in gusset plates and concludes that buckling in gusset plates
is the primary mode of failure when the plates are loaded in compression. The
thickness of the gusset plate was the major factor that controlled the buckling strength.
The program used to make predictions for the tests was ANSYS.
In the article Tension and Shear Block Failure of Bolted Gusset Plates by Bino
Huns, tension and shear block failures in gusset plates are considered in the finiteelement model to create a . The author purposes a limit state design equation that he
believes more accurately demonstrates the actual failure mode of gusset plates.
Cem Topkaya, in the article Block Shear Failure of Gusset Plates with Welded
Connections focuses on block shear failures in welded connection. The author tests a
number of different geometries and weld group configurations. He also models the
plates in a finite-element model to confirm his results. He confirms that the current
design equations are conservative, but not necessarily accurate.
Examining the mechanical properties of gusset plates used for truss joints is
the major focus of Kazuyuki Yamamoto in the article Buckling Strengths of Gusseted
Truss Joints. The author examines gusset plates up to their ultimate state using eight
experimental test specimens and loading them to failure. Each of these tests is
designed to test the current design code and see if the different k values are accurate.
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Christopher Higgins discusses differences between the block shear method and
the Whitmore section method in the article Comparison of Block-Shear and Whitmore
Section Methods for Load Rating Existing Steel Truss Gusset Plate Connections. The
objective of this comparison is to assist engineers in the design of future gusset plates
in order to avoid failures such as the one seen in the I-35W Bridge.
A linear elastic perfectly plastic material model was used by Bo Dowswell to
create the mesh for the gusset plates in the article Finite-Element Modeling of WrapAround Gusset Plates in Tension. Loads were applied at the nodes to model the
connecting members. The lagrangian analysis method was used to model the out-ofplane deformations. This model was compared to experimental data obtained for Lshaped gusset plates. The behavior of the finite-element model closely resembled that
of the experimental results.
A numerical analysis was conducted on a variety of gusset plates under
monotonic and cyclical loading by Walbridge in the article Gusset plate connections
under monotonic and cyclic loading. ABAQUS 1995 was used to model the nonlinear
behavior of the steel when yielding. Initial imperfections, large displacements, and
material inelasticity were included in the model. The author concluded that the
sequence of loading doesn’t play a significant role in the cyclic behavior of the gusset
plate. The author also concluded that buckling of the gusset plate absorbed a greater
amount of energy than failure of the connecting member. It was shown that thicker
gusset plates had fuller hysteresis loops as well.
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In the article Nonlinear Finite-Element Analysis of CFT-to-Bracing
Connections Subjected to Axial Compressive Forces by Hu Hsuan-Teh, a ABAQUS
finite-element script is used together with a nonlinear material constitutive model for
concrete-filled tube (CFT) and steel gusset plate is used to analyze the behaviors of the
gusset plate type CFT-to-Bracing connections subjected to axial compressive forces. It
is found that the failure of CFT-to-Bracing connections occurs below the connecting
area. The author finds that the introduction of cutouts on the gusset plates slightly
increases the ultimate strength of the CFT column and causes more local bulged
shapes on the steel tubes below the connection area under the failure stage.
The article Finite-Element Modeling of the Shear Lag Effects in an HSS
Welded to a Gusset Plate by Girard examines typical connections between HSS
bracing and gusset plates. Finite-element modeling methods were used to investigate
25 different connection configurations by varying three major parameters. The author
compares the finite-element analysis results with the results given by the current CSA
code and concludes that there are a number of provisions that could be added to the
CSA standards.
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3 METHODS AND VERIFICATIONS
A discussion of the theories and methodologies behind the current research is
discussed in this section. This includes modeling methods used in OpenSees, a
description of the concepts and techniques used to create the gusset plate model, the
material and element theory, the utilization of eigenvalue analysis, and the loading
model used for the gusset plates.

3.1 OpenSees Finite-Element Modeling
OpenSees is an open-source finite-element software framework that has the
capability of simulating the nonlinear response of structural systems utilizing a wide
range of different materials, elements, and solution algorithms. The framework
consists of a set of cooperating modules that can be used to build and analyze a
structural model. OpenSees was designed with modules to best support the finiteelement method with loose coupling of analysis and model building components
(Scott et al. 2008).
One major benefit of using OpenSees for this research is that it is fully
automatable, meaning that an input file can be created and the analysis can run
through various loadings, materials, geometries, etc. without the user needing to tell
the program to execute each step. This automation is achieved through the use of the
string-based Tool Command Language (Tcl), which allows the engineer to utilize
variable substitution, procedure calls, and access pre-existing modules.
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The current research utilizes a main Tcl script that reads other files, such as
procedure and input files. The input Tcl script is created by the engineer alone or with
the assistance image processing program. The input file designates the gusset plate
geometry, boundary conditions, material properties, loading conditions, from which a
finite-element model is created for the analysis in OpenSees.

3.2 Model Description
The first step in creating the gusset plate model is defining the boundaries of
the gusset plate. The corner points are defined and then the segments are created by
connecting the points. After the boundaries of the plate are created the fastener points
are added and a meshing algorithm creates triangular elements to fill the boundaries of
the gusset plate and connect each of the fasteners. A simple model a plate with
fasteners and elements can be seen in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Simple Plate Model with Elements and Fastener Groups
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If the gusset plate connection consists of two plates an identical plate is created
and given distance equal to the width of the connecting members. The plates are
connected together by rigid truss elements that function as bolts. Rigid truss members
were chosen to model the bolt connections based on modeling done by Kay (2011).
Kay found that it was sufficient to model bolt connections using a single member
attached to each plate at the bolt location. It was shown that creating a 3d contact
surface model for the bolt connections did not significantly increase the accuracy of
the model to predict failure of the gusset plate. A simple model with the rigid bolt
connections and connecting member can be seen in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Simple Plate Model with Rigid Bolt Connection and Connecting Member
(All Rigid Connections not Shown for Simplicity)
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Non-loaded bolts are pinned and loaded bolts are not pinned to allow rotation
and movement in any direction, but are constrained to move in the same plane as each
of the other bolts in the same bolt group. This is done by creating rigid beam members
holding each of the loaded bolts in the bolt group together. Out-of-plane rigidity is
also considered by creating a member with the appropriate length, material properties,
and section properties connected to the loaded bolt group. The connected member is
then pinned at the end that is not connected to the gusset plate. The member is still
free to move in the direction of loading. Hafner (2012) showed that the stiffness of the
connecting member has a significant effect on the maximum load capacity of a gusset
plate connection.
Failure was initiated by giving the gusset plate an initial out-of-plane
imperfection (displacement). This was done by using the eigenvectors of the stiffness
matrix. The first mode shape eigenvectors are obtained and scaled to the maximum
out-of-plane displacement which is percentage of the gusset plate thickness. This is
further discussed in section 3.10, which addresses the eigenvalue analysis specifically.
A visual representation of the OpenSees model can be seen in Figure 3.3. The
Figure shows a gusset plate connection being monotonically loaded in the top left bolt
group. Each non-loaded bolt in Figure 3.3 is pinned and the loaded bolts are free to
move, but are constrained to move and rotate in the same plane.
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Figure 3.3: Conceptual Representation of Loaded and Non-Loaded Members

3.3 Material Modeling
The analysis of a gusset plate that undergoes yielding condition requires a nonlinear model. The OpenSees command chosen for this program was called
“nDMaterial J2Plasticity.” This command is used to construct a multi-dimensional
material object that has Von Mises (J2) yield criterion and associated flow rules (Simo
and Hughes, 1994). The criterion is based on the energy associated with changes in the
shape of a given material. The material is considered not yielded until the point at
which the distortion energy per unit volume exceeds the energy required to yield a
tensile specimen of the same material (Dvorkin et al. 2007). Von Mises Stress is often
expressed as σv and the various stresses are expressed as σ with different subscripts to
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denote different stresses. Figure 3.4 shows the notation for each of the stresses with
respect to the Cartesian coordinate system.

σ33
σ32

σ31

σ23

σ13

σ22

σ11

σ12

σ21

Figure 3.4: Stress Components with Respect to Cartesian Coordinate System
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The model also utilizes isotropic hardening, which allows the user to define the
post yield hardening of any given element. Isotropic hardening can help create a
model that more accurately predicts the displacement response in the post-yielding
range. For the current research, no limit was set for the maximum element stress. If no
limit is set for the structure, the elements could theoretically carry an infinite load.
However, a maximum reduction in stiffness of the gusset plate at the loaded member
limits the load that the gusset plate can carry.
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For the truss members that act as bolts connecting the two gusset plates a
uniaxial elastic material was used, i.e., the material has no yield limit and the stress
strain curve is a straight line with a slope of Young’s Modulus. It was found to be
beneficial to have “rigid” bolt connection so a Young’s Modulus of 1000 times the
Young’s Modulus of steel was used.

3.4 Element Modeling
The elements used in the finite-element analysis are four node MITC4 shell
elements based on work done by Dvorkin and Bathe (1995). The MITC4 shell
elements use a bilinear isoparametric formulation in combination with a modified
shear interpolation to improve thin-plate bending performance.
The MITC4 shell element was created to satisfy certain reliability criteria. One
of the criteria that the shell element satisfies is the Irons’ Patch test (Zienkiewicz,
2005). MITC4 shell elements also will not lock or have spurious rigid body modes.
The ability to have non-flat geometries is also made possible by the MITC4 shell
element. The MITC4 shell element is formulated for general nonlinear analysis and it
allows for both thin and moderately thick plate geometries.
Avoiding locking and spurious rigid body modes allows the elements to move
and displace and not become infinitely rigid or move as a solid body in any of the
degrees on freedom. Locking can occur when the pressure required for volumetric
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strains approaches infinity in the neutral axis. This is important because locking would
produce an artificially high predicted failure of the gusset plate model.
The patch test developed by Bruce Irons uses a partial differential equation
with a known exact solution on a domain consisting of several elements. The exact
solution usually uses a constant strain solution. If the finite element solution is the
same as the exact solution the elements pass the patch test (Bathe, 2000).
The ability to have non-flat geometries and nonlinear analysis makes the
elements useful for gusset plate modeling. The non-flat geometries allow for giving
the gusset plate thickness. The nonlinear analysis potential allows the elements to
model the yielding of the gusset plates.
The MITC4 shell element has been shown to have convergence benefits under
a number of different boundary conditions (Kim, 2008). Analyses done by Bathe
(2000) showed that MITC4 shell elements display robust convergence and produce
accurate results even for relatively coarse meshes. Bathe also found that MITC4
elements were virtually unaffected by changes in thickness. The convergence benefits
combined with the accuracy of the MITC4 shell element made it an ideal choice for
finite-element analysis of gusset plates. These convergence benefits allow for fewer
elements in the model and less CPU time during the analysis.
The section that was used for the shell elements in OpenSees is called “section
PlateFiber.” This command allows the user to construct a MembranePlateFiberSection
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object, which is a section that numerically integrates through the plate thickness with
"fibers" and is appropriate for plate and shell analysis (Dvorkin, 1995).
A shell element with fibers in this model is a multi-layer shell element made
up of a number of layers that can have different thicknesses and different material
properties (constant material and thickness for gusset plates). The strains and
curvatures of the middle-layer of the shell element are firstly obtained during the
computation, and the strains in other layers can be determined based on the sections
remain in plane assumption. Then, the stress in each layer will be calculated through
the material constitutive law, and the internal force of the shear element (force and
bending moment along the section) can be determined via the numerical integration of
the stress in all layers. Figure 3.5 shows the varied stress throughout an example of a
layered shell.
Stress (σ)
Strain (ε)

Stress (σ)
Strain (ε)
Figure 3.5: Example of Layered Shell Element with Stress Profile
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Five layers or fibers were used to model the different stress states for this
gusset plate model. The use of triangular elements allows OpenSees to implement a
triangular filling algorithm that automates the meshing process for any shape of gusset
plate. For the purposes of this research the square geometry of the MITC4 shell
element is made triangular by putting two of corner points at the same location. A
validation for this method is provided in section 3.9.

3.5 Patch Test Verification
To further validate the MITC4 shell element a patch test was conducted. The
test was based on work done by Dvokin (1984). Three separate tests were performed,
but each had the same geometry. The parameters changed were the loading conditions
and boundary conditions. The model consists of a ten inch by ten inch single plate
containing five elements. Each element had a different area and shape. Figure 3.6a
shows the mesh used in this model.
The first test is the constant curvature patch test. The mesh was constrained in
two corners and loaded with a constant moment in the other two corners. Figure 3.6b
shows the boundary conditions and loading conditions for the constant curvature patch
test.
The second test is the constant shear patch test. The entire mesh was
constrained against rotation and two corners were constrained against translation. The
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plate was subjected to constant shear force in the other two corners. Figure 3.6c shows
the boundary conditions and loading conditions for the constant shear patch test.
The third test is the constant twist patch test. The entire mesh was constrained
against translation in the x and y direction, but was allowed to move in the z direction.
Three of the corners were restrained in the z direction. The last corner was loaded to
create a constant twisting force. Figure 3.6d shows the boundary conditions and
loading conditions for the constant twist patch test.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.6: Patch Test for MITC4 Shell Element
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The constant curvature test resulted in a linear distribution of rotations
(constant curvature) as expected. These results can be seen in Figure 3.7. For the
constant shear test, a linear displacement in the z direction was observed further
validating the element model. These results can be seen in Figure 3.8. For the last test,
curvatures at equal distances from the loaded point were equal and therefore the
element passed the third patch test. From these results it can be concluded that the
MITC4 shell element has passed this patch test and is a plausible element for the
gusset plate finite-element analysis.
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Figure 3.7: Curvature from Constant Curvature Test
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Figure 3.8: Displacement from Constant Shear Test

3.6 Elastic Displacement Verification
To demonstrate that shear and bending are accurately modeled by the
OpenSees MITC4 shell elements a comparison was done using a fixed-fixed beam
model. A rectangular plate was created with the dimensions of twenty inches long, two
inches deep, and half an inch thick. The geometry of the model can be seen in Figure
3.9. The plate had a yield stress of 60 ksi, 1% strain hardening ratio, maximum
element size of 0.1 square inches, and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The nodes at both sides
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of the plate were fixed in the x, y, and z directions as well as fixed in each rotational
degree of freedom to create a “fixed-fixed beam.”

Figure 3.9: Geometry and Loading for Elastic Region Comparison

Loading was applied as a point load at the center of the plate and distributed
evenly throughout the depth so as to not create an artificially high stress concentration.
Displacement was taken at the center of the plate. The equation for the displacement
(δ) at the center of a fixed-fixed beam within the elastic range was then plotted against
the displacement calculated by OpenSees, where P is the load at midspan, I is the
moment of inertia, and E is Young’s Modulus of Elasticity. This comparison can be
seen in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Fixed-Fixed Beam Comparison for OpenSees and Equation for Elastic
Region Exact Displacement

The two displacement responses are in perfect agreement. It can be concluded
from Figure 3.10 that OpenSees correctly models the displacement response within the
elastic stress range. Yielding was not considered in this test and therefore cannot be
verified using this test.
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3.7 Simple Tension Verification
A simple tension model was created in OpenSees to verify that the uniaxial
forces were being modeled correctly and that the material model was correctly
simulating yielding behavior. As a verification of the model, a comparison between
OpenSees and a closed-form solution for a simple tension test was conducted. For this
simple tension test (coupon test) a long slender rod was created in OpenSees.
The dimensions of the rod in the model were chosen to be 1 inch by 1 inch by
50 inches. The geometry of the simple tension model can be seen in Figure 3.11.
These dimensions were chosen to create a cross sectional area of one square inch and
reduce any local effects on the displacement. Having a one square inch cross sectional
area creates a force at yielding equal to the yield stress of the material and having a
length of 50 inches means that local effects at the boundary conditions will affect the
displacement response. The Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s Ratio, and the yield strength
of the material were defined as 29000 ksi, 0.3, and 60 ksi respectively. The closedform solution is also shown in this test to verify that the elastic and post-yielding
displacements are being correctly modeled.
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Figure 3.11: Simple Tension Test Dimensions

The maximum element size was defined as 0.1 square inches and a five percent
strain hardening parameter was used for both the closed-form solution and OpenSees.
The four noded triangular shell element (MITC4 shell element) discussed previously
was used to create the rod in OpenSees.
The bottom of the rod was restrained against movement in the x, y, and z
directions, but was allowed to rotate at each node. The top of the rod was loaded with
a distributed load until the elements in the rod had yielded. The displacement
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measurements were taken from the center of the top of the rod. Both the closed-form
solution and OpenSees load vs displacement plots can be seen in Figure 3.12 below.
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2.0

2.5

Figure 3.12: Comparison between OpenSees and Closed-Form Solution

The comparison between OpenSees and the closed-form solution has shown
significant similarity. Both the elastic and inelastic portions of the curve line up
perfectly with each other. It can also be observed that the yielding point for both
models occurred at the predicted load of 60 kips. It can be concluded that OpenSees is
correctly modeling the uniaxial behavior of the material because the correct load at
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yielding was obtained and both closed-form solution and OpenSees are in agreement
in displacement responses for both the elastic and inelastic range.

3.8 H-Refinement Test
In finite-element analysis, mesh refinement (reducing element size) is a
method of improving the accuracy of a solution. For the current model a coarse mesh
of shell elements could produce inaccurate results. The limiting factor to the resolution
or accuracy of the solution is thus dependent on the coarseness or fineness of the mesh
of elements. For this reason an h-refinement test was conducted.
For this example a simple rectangular plate with the dimensions of two inches
by ten inches and a unit value of one inch thick was loaded in the out-of-plane
direction until a plastic hinge had formed. The load was distributed evenly on the top
nodes of the plate (line y = 10 in). The nodes located on bottom of the plate (line y = 0
in) were fixed in x, y, and z translational directions as well as fixed in each rotational
degree of freedom to create a cantilever gusset plate. The convergence of the
displacement solution was examined with respect to the number of elements the model
was given, while holding the total area gusset plate constant. The geometry and
boundary conditions of the gusset plate can be seen in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Geometry and Boundary Condition of H-Refinement Test

Meshing was done by holding the number of elements in the horizontal
direction constant at four elements and simply dividing the number of elements in the
vertical direction by two, four, eight, and 16. In Figure 3.14 the plastic moment hinge
formation of the displacement response can be seen converging at a moment of about
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18 kips-in. Adding more than sixty four elements would only increase the amount of
time required for the program to compute a solution, but would give the same answer
as sixty four elements in this case.
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Figure 3.14: Load vs. Displacement Graph for Various Numbers of Elements

The plastic hinge load (P) was calculated based on the equations below, where
My is the plastic yield moment, L is the length of the member, b is the width of the
member, d is the depth of the member, and σy is the yield stress of the material. The
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Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s Ratio, and the yield strength of the material were defined
as 29000 ksi, 0.3, and 36 ksi respectively.

(4.2)

(

)

(4.3)

The gusset plate model converged on the plastic hinge solution as the element
mesh was refined. It can be concluded from this test that the gusset plate model was
sufficient to demonstrate the plastic hinge behavior accurately. Another conclusion
that can be drawn from this test is that having a mesh that is too coarse will results in a
displacement response that is not conservative. The models utilizing a more coarse
mesh over predicted the plastic hinge formation.

3.9 Element Type Verification
For general meshing, a triangular MITC4 shell elements was used in the gusset
analysis script. The MITC4 shell element was compared to a rectangular four noded
element to establish that the MITC4 shell element produced expected results. These
two different models were created with the same material and geometric properties for
the purposes of comparison.
The plates had the dimensions of two inches by ten inches and a unit value of
one inch thick. Material properties remained constant for both models. The material
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properties used were a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, a plastic strain hardening parameter of
one percent, yield strength of 36 ksi, and a Young’s modulus of 29000 KSI. The
elements did not have the same shape, but for the sake of comparison the maximum
area of the elements was held at 0.1 in2.
The nodes located on the line y = 0 were fixed in x, y, and z as well as fixed in
each rotational degree of freedom to create a cantilever gusset plate. No initial
imperfection was given to the gusset plate because the plate was not created to test
buckling conditions. Figure 3.15 shows the geometry boundary conditions and loading
for both element models.
The load was applied in 0.1 kip increments in the out-of-plane direction and
distributed evenly across the free edge nodes. Displacement was taken at each load
step at the center of the free edge. The load vs. displacement response was then
created. This was done for both the triangular elements created in the gusset plate
analysis program and the rectangular element model. The triangular vs. the rectangular
element comparison is shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.15: Geometry and Boundary Condition for Out-of-Plane Test

From Figure 3.16 it can be seen that the two different element models have
significant correlation in the elastic and inelastic range. The small discrepancy in the
transition zone where the plastic hinge is formed can be explained by the difference in
element geometry of the two models. The rectangular elements all yield at the same
time on a given horizontal line, whereas the triangular elements have a more
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progressive yielding, moving step by step toward the top of the plate. This makes the
triangular elements have a “softer” transition to yielding. When the plastic hinge is
fully formed the two models again converge.
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Figure 3.16: Triangular vs. Rectangular Shell Element Comparison

3.10 Eigenvalue Analysis
Before loading the gusset plates in compression an initial imperfection must be
created to trigger buckling. This was done by using the eigenvectors of the stiffness
matrix. The first mode shape eigenvectors are obtained and scaled to the maximum
out-of-plane displacement, which is percentage of the gusset plate thickness. The
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engineer designates what percentage of the plate’s thickness to displace the gusset
plate. Twenty percent of the plate’s thickness has shown accurate results, but up to one
hundred percent of the plate’s thickness has been used in order to ensure a
conservative result (Hafner, 2012).
In order to have the most accurate initial imperfection, an eigenvalue analysis
for the first mode shape is performed using the “eigen” command in OpenSees. The
first mode shape is used because it requires the least energy to deform the plate. The
eigenvalue analysis finds the deformed shape that the gusset plate will most easily take
based on the stiffness matrix for each given boundary condition and load pattern. The
analysis does this by finding the out-of-plane eigenvectors and the vector magnitudes
for each node. The stiffness matrix is represented by K and the eigenvalue and
eigenvectors are represented by λ and Φ respectively.
KΦ=λΦ

(3.1)

A simple example of an eigenvalue analysis is shown in Figure 3.17 a. For this
analysis a simple square plate was pinned at all four corners and an eigenvalue
analysis was performed. Figure 3.17b shows the eigenvalues and eigenvectors from
the simple gusset plate. The eigenvalues establish that the energy required for the
second mode shape is significantly higher than that of the first mode shape. This
conclusion coincides with the eigenvectors shown. The first mode shape eigenvectors
would create a bowl in the center of the gusset plate. The second mode shape
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eigenvectors would create a wave in the center of the gusset plate. It is apparent that
displacing the center of the gusset plate in two different directions out-of-plane (wave
shape) would take more energy than only one direction out-of-plane (bowl shape).
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Figure 3.17: (a) Simple Square Gusset Plate with Node Numbering (b) Eigenvectors
and Eigenvalues for First and Second Mode Shapes of Simple Square Gusset Plate

The eigenvector magnitude for each node is normalized to the desired
percentage of the plate thickness. Each node of the plate is then displaced in the
direction of the eigenvector and the distance of the normalized magnitude of the
eigenvector, i.e., the gusset plate is displaced a percentage of the plate’s thickness in
the shape in which the gusset plate is most likely to buckle. This process is repeated
for each loading conditions as the eigenvectors change based on the boundary
conditions of the gusset plate. The boundary conditions changed for each loading
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condition because each bolt that is not being loaded is pinned in the x, y, and z
direction.
In Figure 3.18 the displaced shape predicted by eigenvalue analysis can be
compared to the actual buckled shape from the experiments done by Hafner (2012).
From the comparison in Figure 3.18 it can be seen that the OpenSees prediction of the
buckled shape and the actual buckled shape are the same.
Experimental
Results
Experiment

OpenSees Results
FEA

Figure 3.18: OpenSees Out-of-Plane Displacement Comparison with Oregon State
University Experimental Results

3.11 Loading Modeling
Loading for this model is done using load combinations. Load combinations
are used in order to consider all of the possible loading combinations that a gusset
plate connection could experience. The default load combinations are created by using
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the bolt group numberings. Each bolt group is assigned a number and every possible
combination of those numbers is created in a list. The analysis loops through each set
of numbers in the list and assumes the bolts in the set groups are pinned. The numbers
(bolt groups) not in the set are then assumed to be loaded. This procedure can be seen
in the pseudo-code show in Figure 3.19.

#Setting Bolts to Pin
foreach groupsToPin $loadCombo {
set groupsToLoad ""
#Setting Bolts to Load
foreach group [array names boltgroup] {
if {[lsearch $groupsToPin $group] < 0} {
lappend groupsToLoad $group
}
}
#Pinning Bolt Groups
pattern Plain 1 Constant {
foreach group $groupsToPin {
sp $bolt 1 0.0
sp $bolt 2 0.0
sp $bolt 3 0.0
}
}
#Loading Bolt Groups In-Plane
pattern Plain 2 Linear {
foreach group $groupsToLoad {
set cos [expr cos($boltAngles)*$p]
set sin [expr sin($boltAngles)*$p]
foreach bolt $boltNodes($group) {
load $bolt [expr $cos] [expr $sin] 0 0 0 0
}
}
}
}

Figure 3.19: Pseudo-Code for OpenSees Loading Procedure
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Each loaded bolt group is also assumed to be loaded equally, e.g., if bolt group
one and two are loaded and bolt group one is loaded with one kip than bolt group two
will also be loaded with one kip. The engineer may also specify unique load
combinations if one member will not be loaded with the same loads as any other given
member. The engineer may also choose to only run a single load combination for
comparison such as was done for Oregon State University gusset plate tests 2, 4, and
5. Regardless of the load combination, the loads are normalized to a load increment
specified by the engineer. This is done by creating a unit load vector (P ref) and
multiplying it by the defined load factor (λ) to create a factored load vector (Pf) where
t represents the load step. Figure 3.20 shows an example of an unfactored load
combination where bolt groups one and three are equally loaded and bolt group two is
loaded fifty percent more than bolt groups one and three.
Pf (t) = λ(t)Pref

(3.2)

1.5
1.0

1.0

Figure 3.20: Example of Load Combination
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If the member is loaded in compression then the eigenvalue analysis is
required to provide an initial imperfection in the gusset plate. If the member is loaded
in tension, then the plate need not be displaced because it will not fail by buckling.
Once the plate has been properly displaced and pinned, the loads from the load
combination are applied. The load being transferred through the member is then
distributed evenly to each bolt. The load direction is assumed to be parallel to the
connecting member, unless otherwise specified. The loads are also applied
proportionally and incrementally until the gusset plate reaches the failure criteria,
which is defined as the point where the stiffness at the loaded bolt group centroids
reaches twenty percent of the initial stiffness for any of the loaded members.
Figure 3.21 shows an example of a gusset plate stress gradient created by the
models’ loading process for the top right bolt group. The finite element analysis
conducted by Hafner (2012) found a similar stress gradient for the same given loading
condition and plate geometry.
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Loading Configuration

Stress Gradient

Figure 3.21: Loading Configuration and Modeled Stress Gradient for Test 4

To model the displacement of the loaded bolt groups more accurately, each
bolt is held in the same plane as each of the other bolts within that bolt group while the
gusset plate is being loaded. This is done by creating rigid elements between each bolt
in the group to each other bolt in the group. A rigid box is effectively created within
the dimensions of the loaded bolt group. In a real bridge the bolts in a bolt group
maintain the same absolute distance because of the connecting member constraining
them. The rigid box method models the displacement of the loaded bolt group
accurately because the rigid box constrains the bolts in a bolt group to maintain the
same absolute distance to one another during the loading of the gusset plate.
The stiffness of the member load-displacement (K) is defined as the slope of
the line created between two sequential displacement responses points. The
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displacement response is measured at the loaded bolt group centroid, where P(t) is the
total load in the member at a given load increment, U(t) is the displacement at a given
load increment taken at the centroid of the loaded bolt group, and t is the load step.
Figure 3.22 shows how stiffness is calculated from a displacement response.
(

)– (

)

(

)– (

)

(3.3)

K

Displacement

Figure 3.22: Representation of Stiffness Calculation

Failure of the gusset plate is then defined as the reduction of that stiffness
during loading. The user can define different failure stiffness’s, but twenty percent of
the initial stiffness is currently set as the default and is reflected in all of the results of
the current research. This defined failure stiffness has correlated well to the
experimental results to which the program was compared.
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Out-of-plane rigidity is another important factor in predicting the capacity of
the gusset plate and the connecting member was shown to play a large part in the outof-plane rigidity by Hafner (2012). This added rigidity is considered by creating a
member with the appropriate length, material properties, and section properties
connected to the midpoint between the two gusset plates. This midpoint is connected
to the rigid box discussed previously. The connected member is then pinned at the end
that is not connected to the gusset plates. The member is still free to move in the
direction of loading, but provides resistance to out-of-plane movement with the
members given moments of inertia. Figure 3.23 demonstrates a simple example of a
connecting member to the rigid box created within a given bolt group. A line element
was chosen for the connecting member because creating the member from shell
elements would be computationally expensive and add little to no accuracy to the
model.
Connecting Member

Rigid Link Between
Bolts

Figure 3.23: Simplified Diagram of Rigid Box Elements
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3.12 Element Area Test
Element size has a significant effect on the displacement response of a gusset
place connection. In order to establish a reasonable ratio of maximum element area to
total gusset plate area a model was created. The model consisted of a single gusset
plate that was approximately 47 inches by 30 inches with notches cut in the top left
and right corners. It was given an initial imperfection using the eigenvalue method
described previously. Then the gusset plate connection was loaded in compression
from the top left bolt group. This loading configuration can be seen in Figure 3.24.
Various element areas were tested ranging from 0.5 in 2 to 8 in2. Figure 3.25 show the
displacement responses of the different area element models.

Figure 3.24: Loading Configuration for Element Area Test
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Figure 3.25: Displacement Responses for Element Area Test

It can be seen from Figure 3.25 that the model began to converge on the
solution at a maximum element size of 1 in2. This is at a ratio of 0.0008 maximum
element area to total gusset plate area. Further refinement of the model would be
costly in computational time and add little more accuracy to the model. This ratio is
used as a general rule for defining maximum element area through the current
research.
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4 MODEL VALIDATIONS
This section presents a number of validations to confirm that the current
research with OpenSees is modeling the gusset plate connections accurately. These
validations and tests include compression vs. tension, eigenvalue analysis,
experimental comparison for gusset plate connections loaded monotonically in tension
and compression, and analytical comparisons for gusset connections with multiple
members loaded in compression.

4.1 Numerical Tests
4.1.1 Tension vs Compression Test
A finite-element model with an imperfection was created to investigate the
effects of tension and compression. Both OpenSees and ABAQUS were compared in
this test. A plate in compression can fail in buckling; but a plate in tension will not fail
in buckling. A plate in tension would be expected to straighten and then exhibit
hardening behavior. For this reason, an investigation of the effects of tension and
compression on a plate with an initial imperfection was conducted.
A plate of two inches by four inches by one quarter of an inch was created in
both OpenSees and in ABAQUS. The geometry of the model can be seen in Figure
4.1. The Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s Ratio, and the yield strength of the material
were defined as 29000 ksi, 0.3, and 60 ksi respectively. Two bolts were created at the
top of the plate.
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Figure 4.1: Geometry for Tension vs Compression Comparison of ABAQUS and
OpenSees

The bottom of the plate was fixed in the x, y, and z translational directions as
well as fixed in each rotational degree of freedom. The plate was then displaced
twenty percent of the initial thickness. Then the top two bolts were loaded in
compression until post yielding behavior had occurred. This same process was
repeated for the model in tension.
Both the tension and compression loading results showed the same
displacement response. To further verify these findings a similar model was created in
ABAQUS. The results from ABAQUS showed the same behavior in tension and
compression with an imperfection in the gusset plate. The tension vs. compression
comparison for OpenSees can be seen in Figure 4.2. Having the same displacement
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results in both tension and compression may seem counter intuitive because a plate
loaded in tension with an initial imperfection would eventually become straight and
harden. However, the way that a finite-element program calculates displacements does
not account for this straightening anomaly because the analysis is geometrically linear.
From this test it was concluded that OpenSees and ABAQUS produce similar
results when being loaded in compression with an initial imperfection for a simple
gusset plate.
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Figure 4.2: Tension vs Compression Comparison for OpenSees
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4.1.2 Eigenvalue Analysis
To validate the model’s eigenvalue analysis, a test was performed using a
system for which an exact solution exists. A simply supported plate was then created
in OpenSees. The plate had the dimensions of 2 inches by 10 in and a unit value of 1
in thick. One end was pinned in x, y, and z to create a pinned connection and the other
end was pinned in the x and z direction to create a roller. The geometry, boundary
conditions, as well as the column analogy can be seen in Figure 4.3
2 in

10 in

Figure 4.3: Boundary Conditions for eigenvalue Analysis and Column Analogy
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The basic force deformation equation is given below in Equation 4.2. Pb, Kb ,
ub represent the basic forces, basic stiffness, and basic deformations respectively.
When this equation is expanded for a simply supported beam, Equation 4.3 is derived.
ψ represents the eigenvalues and ψ is multiplied by is the distribution matrix.

(4.2)

[

]

([

]

[

]) [

]

(4.3)

For the purposes of this comparison an approximation was made in the
distribution matrix by which ψ is multiplied. Then an eigenvalue analysis was
performed to find ψ squared. Due to the approximation, the exact eigenvalue could not
be obtained. The exact eigenvalue was equal to pi squared (9.870) and the computed
value from the model was 9.69, which is approximately the number π2. The small
difference can be associated to the distribution matrix approximation.

4.2 Real Plate Comparisons
4.2.1 Experimental Tension Plate Test
A single gusset plate was modeled in tension in OpenSees and compared to the
experimental results found by Rabinovitch and Cheng (1993). The plate was fixed on
both the bottom and left side by welding the plate solid to two “rigid” members. The
dimensions of the plate were 18 inches by 22 inches by 1/4 inch thick and the plate
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was notched in the upper right corner where the loaded member was connected. A 3D
rendering of the plate can be seen in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: 3D Rendering of Experimental Gusset Plate Loaded in Tension

The plate had a yield strength of 64.25 ksi and was modeled with a strain
hardening parameter of one percent of Young’s modulus. The maximum area of the
elements used in the finite-element mesh was 0.2 inches. (Walbridge, 2005)
The plate was not displaced to create an initial imperfection because it was
loaded in tension. The load from the connecting member was distributed evenly
among the ten connecting bolts. No displacement response data was available for this
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gusset plate, but the ultimate failure of the plate in the experiment was found to be 302
kips. A comparison of the load and displacement response data given by OpenSees
can be seen in Figure 4.5, as well as the defined failure load of 280 kips. The defined
failure for the OpenSees model was twenty percent of the initial stiffness at the load
bolt group centroid.

350
300

Load (Kips)

250

Defined Failure

200
150
100

50
OpenSees
Experimental Failure

0
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

Displacement (in)

Figure 4.5: Experimental Tension Plate Comparison with OpenSees Model
For this test OpenSees erred on the conservative side of the failure load and
was reasonably accurate, predicting ultimate failure approximately ten percent lower
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than the actual failure load. This is an acceptable difference when approximating
gusset plate failures using finite-element analysis.

4.2.2 Oregon State University Compression Tests
Three gusset plates were modeled in compression in OpenSees and compared
to the experimental results found by Hafner (2012). The dimensions of the plate were
roughly 52 inches by 86 inches with notches on both top corners where members were
connecting. Two different thicknesses were tested in Hafners experiments, 1/4 inch
and 3/8 inch. An image of the geometry, bolt configuration, and loading can be seen in
Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Oregon State University Gusset Plate.
The first compression test that was modeled using OpenSees was based on test
5 conducted by Hafner (2012). The experimental gusset plate connection consisted of
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two gusset plates that were 3/8 inch thick and had an initial imperfection of forty
percent of the plate thickness. The connecting member was considered relatively soft
in comparison to the stiff member, having a moment inertia of one tenth of the stiffer
member. The yield strength of the test 5 gusset plate was found to be 46.13 ksi. The
M4 member or top left diagonal member from Figure 4.6 was loaded monotonically
until sway buckling had occurred. A summary of the three different plate thicknesses,
connection member stiffnesses, initial imperfections, and failure loads can be seen in
table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Gusset Plate Test Results Matrix (Hafner, 2012)
Test 2

Test 4

Test 5

Plate Thickness, mm

6.4

6.4

9.5

M4 Brace Section

Stiff

Soft

Soft

Max Initial Plate
Imperfection % Plate
Thickness

19%

43%

40%

Max Axial Load at
Failure, kip

325

256

579

For the finite-element model of test 5, a maximum element area of two square
inches was used. This is a large area allowed for faster computations and still
produced accurate results. A Young’s modulus of 29000 ksi and a Poisson’s ratio of
0.3 were used for the model as well as a one percent strain hardening parameter. A
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rigid box was created at the loaded bolt group and the connecting member was added
to the model. The gusset plate was pinned at each of the bolt groups that were not
being loaded and an eigenvalue analysis was performed to determine the buckled
shape of the gusset plate. The gusset plate was then displaced the same forty percent
of the plate thickness as in the experimental test. Loading was then applied parallel to
the loaded member and distributed evenly to each of the bolts in the loaded bolt group.
The displacement response measurement was taken from the centroid of the
loaded bolt group and compared to the load at each analysis step. This comparison can
be seen in Figure 4.7. Failure was define at the point at which the stiffness of the
loaded bolt group centroid reaches twenty percent of its original stiffness as discussed
in the loading section.
700
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Axial Load (kip)

500
400
300

Experimental Failure

200

OpenSees Displacement
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100

Experimental Displacement
Response

0
0
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0.03
0.04
Displacement (in)

0.05

0.06

0.07

Figure 4.7: Oregon State University Test 5 Comparison to OpenSees Model.
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OpenSees predicted that buckling failure would occur at a load of 510 kips.
The actual failure load in the lab was found to be 579 kips. This is a thirteen percent
difference in results and the prediction was conservative compared to the experimental
results. It can be concluded about test 5 that OpenSees conservatively and accurately
predicted the sway buckling failure load.
The second compression test that was modeled using OpenSees was based on
test 4 conducted by Hafner (2012). The experimental gusset plate connection consisted
of two gusset plates that were 1/4 inch thick and had an initial imperfection of forty
three percent of the plate thickness. The connecting member was considered relatively
soft in comparison to the stiff member, having a moment of inertia of one tenth of the
stiffer member. The yield strength of the test 4 gusset plate was found to be 45 ksi.
Loading was performed the same as in test 5, by loading the top left diagonal member
from Figure 4.6 monotonically until sway buckling had occurred.
For the finite-element model of test 4, a maximum element area of two square
inches was used. A Young’s modulus of 29000 ksi and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 were
used for the model as well as a one percent strain hardening parameter. A rigid box
was created at the loaded bolt group and the connecting member was added to the
model. The gusset plate was pinned at each of the bolt groups that were not being
loaded and an eigenvalue analysis was performed to determine the buckled shape of
the gusset plate. The gusset plate was then displaced the same forty three percent of
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the plate thickness as in the experimental test. Loading was then applied parallel to the
loaded member and distributed evenly to each of the bolts in the loaded bolt group.
The displacement response measurement was taken from the centroid of the
loaded bolt group and compared to the load at each analysis step. This comparison can
be seen in Figure 4.8. The experimental displacement response is also shown in this
figure and there is a significant correlation between this response and that of
OpenSees. However, this was not the case for all of the tests conducted. Failure was
define at the point at which the stiffness of the loaded bolt group centroid reaches
twenty percent of its original stiffness. Ten percent of initial stiffness is also shown in
Figure 4.8 as a more accurate solution, but is not conservative. OpenSees predicted
that buckling failure would occur at a load of 220 kips. The actual failure load in the
lab was found to be 256 kips. This is a fourteen percent difference from the
experimental results and the prediction was conservative in comparison. If the ten
percent of initial stiffness was used the percent difference would drop to about one
percent, but would not be conservative. It can be concluded about test 4 that OpenSees
conservatively and accurately predicted the sway buckling failure load as well as the
displacement response.
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Figure 4.8: Oregon State University Test 4 Comparisons to OpenSees Model.

The third compression test that was modeled using OpenSees was based on test
2 conducted by Hafner (2012). The experimental gusset plate connection consisted of
two gusset plates that were 1/4 inches thick and had an initial imperfection of nineteen
percent of the plate thickness. The connecting member was considered relatively stiff
in comparison to the soft member, having a moment inertia of ten times that of the
softer member. The yield strength of the test 2 gusset plate was found to be 45 ksi.
Loading was performed the same as in the other two compression tests.
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For the finite-element model of test 2, two additional parameters were tested to
see the effect on the displacement response. A maximum element area of two square
inches and four square inches were used. For this model four square inches was
consider a coarse mesh. The second parameter tested was the effect of the connecting
member on the stiffness of the gusset plate. Because the connecting member in this
test was relatively stiff, the effect of the member was expected to have a significant
effect.
The same Young’s modulus and strain hardening parameters were used as in
the previous two test models. A rigid box was created at the loaded bolt group and the
connecting member was added to the model. The gusset plate was pinned at each of
the bolt groups that were not being loaded and an eigenvalue analysis was performed
to determine the buckled shape of the gusset plate. The gusset plate was then displaced
the same nineteen percent of the plate thickness as in the experimental test. Loading
was then applied parallel to the loaded member and distributed evenly to each of the
bolts in the loaded bolt group.
The displacement response measurements were taken from the centroid of the
loaded bolt group and compared to the load at each analysis step. This comparison can
be seen in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9 shows predicted displacement response for test 2 with
and without the connecting member. It also shows the predicted displacement
response for test 2 using a coarse mesh. Each displacement response stops at the point
at which the gusset plate was considered failed.
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Failure was define at the point at which the stiffness of the loaded bolt group
centroid reaches twenty percent of its original stiffness. OpenSees predicted with the
connecting member and a maximum element area of two square inches that the gusset
plate failure would occur at a load of 240 kips. The actual failure load in the lab was
found to be 325 kips. This is a thirty five percent difference in results and the
prediction was conservative compared to the experimental results. The difference from
the predicted failure was high, but was not unreasonable. Using the current FHWA
codes, the predicted failure load of the gusset plate would have been 66 kips. This is a
factor of safety of about five (Kay, 2011). It can be concluded about test 2 that
OpenSees conservatively and with reasonable accuracy predicted the sway buckling
failure load.
Another important conclusion that can be made from this model is that the
mesh refinement plays a major role in the accuracy of the model. It can be seen from
Figure 4.9 that using a coarse mesh with double the maximum element area doubled
the predicted failure load and was not conservative.
The last important conclusion that can be gathered from this test is that the
connecting member plays a significant role in the gusset plate capacity. Tests done by
Hafner (2012) found that the capacity of the gusset plate was increase by more than
ten percent when a stiffer connecting member was used. This result was confirmed
from the test 2 model shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Oregon State University Test 2 Comparisons to OpenSees Model

4.2.3 Multiple Loaded Members Test
To verify that OpenSees can accurately model the behavior of a gusset plate
connection experiencing loading from multiple members, a model was created for a
gusset plate connection on the SEPTA UGB Bridge over Schuylkill River. This model
was then compared to previous analyses performed by Farrow (2011).
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The gusset plate connection consisted of two plates that were 3/8 inch thick
and had five connecting members. The yield strength of SEPTA gusset plate was
defined as 36.0 ksi and the strain hardening parameter was set at one percent of
Young’s Elastic Modulus. The loaded members were M2 and M3 (top left and top
middle respectively). The member numbering and plate geometry can be seen in
Figure 4.10.

M4

M2
M3

M1

M5

Figure 4.10: SEPTA Plate Geometry and Member Numbering

For the finite-element model of the SEPTA gusset plate, a maximum element
area of one square inches was used. The gusset plate was pinned at each of the bolt
groups that were not being loaded (1, 4, and 5) and an eigenvalue analysis was
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performed to determine the buckled shape of the gusset plate. The gusset plate was
displaced twenty percent of the plate thickness and then loading was applied parallel
to the loaded members and distributed evenly to each of the bolts in the loaded bolt
groups.
The displacement response was taken from the two centroids of the loaded bolt
groups and compared to the load at each analysis step. This comparison can be seen in
Figure 4.11. Failure was define at the point at which the stiffness of the loaded bolt
group centroid reaches twenty percent of its original stiffness.
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Figure 4.11: OpenSees Comparison to ABAQUS for SEPTA Plate
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OpenSees predicted that failure would occur at a load of 262 kips for member
M2 and 310 kips for member M3. The failure predicted by Farrow (2011) using
ABAQUS was 245 kips for member M2 and 337 kips for member M3. This is a seven
percent difference for member M2 and nine percent difference for member M3.
However, OpenSees predicted a higher strength for member M2 compared to
ABAQUS and a lower strength for member M3. This difference can be attributed to
many different parameters. The difference is small and could be due to meshing
technique, the eigenvalue analysis, hardening modulus, element selection, or any other
finite-element model assumptions. It can also be seen that the displacement responses
are very similar.
It can be concluded from this test that the OpenSees model and the ABAQUS
model produced similar results and came to nearly the same failure loads. These
results further validate the OpenSees model and the ability of the model to predict the
displacement response and failure of a gusset plate connection under loading from
multiple members.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
A finite-element model of gusset plate connections was created using
OpenSees as the platform. The purpose of the finite-element model was to load rate
existing or new gusset plate connections under varying load conditions.
The major parameters studied include: element size, material properties,
connecting member stiffness, plate geometry, out-of-plane shape, and magnitude of
out-of-plane imperfection at the loaded members in the gusset plate. The effect of the
connecting member stiffness was a unique parameter of the current research. It was
concluded that the connecting member stiffness can cause at least a fifteen percent
increase in gusset plate strength when incorporated into the finite-element model.
Numerical tests were conducted to compare with experimental results. The
tension test model predicted failure within ten percent of the experimental failure and
the model erred on the conservative side. The compression model tests produced
varying results. For the gusset plate experiments, test 4 and 5 from the research
conducted by Hafner (2012), the predicted buckling loads of the gusset plates were
within ten percent of the experimental buckling load, but for test 2 the predicted
buckling load was significantly lower than the experimental value. This may be due to
the effect of the relatively stiff connecting member.
The SEPTA gusset plate was loaded from two different members and the
failure load for each loaded member was compared to the failure load predicted by
ABAQUS. OpenSees predicted the failure load of each member within ten percent of
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the failure load that ABAQUS had predicted. However, OpenSees predicted one
member load higher than ABAQUS and the other member load lower. With the
addition of safety factors both models produce similar ratings of the gusset plate.
The addition of the eigenvalue analysis to create an initial imperfection was a
new approach to gusset plate analysis and was instrumental in creating accurate
predictions of the strength of gusset plate connections experiencing compressive
loading. Using the eigenvalue analysis with the connecting member has also shown
promising results and has proven to conservatively predict the failure of gusset plate
connections.
The automated load combination algorithm significantly reduced the time
needed by the engineer to analyze the gusset plate connections. Each load combination
that is input into can be analyzed without the engineering needing to start or stop the
analysis. The final results can then be interpreted and used to design or rate the gusset
plate connection.
It can be concluded that the OpenSees finite-element analysis software
developed for the current research is a valuable tool for predicting failure in gusset
plate connection and may be able to expedite the analysis and design of gusset plate
connection in the future. It may also be able to help prevent disasters such as the I-35
bridge failure when used in conjunction with bridge inspection.
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APPENDIX A. MODEL CREATION SCRIPT
Source Input.tcl
# -- set Centroids for Boltgroups
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------foreach "num bolts" [array get boltgroup] {
set value1
0
set value2
0
set blah
0
set boltCentroid($num) ""
foreach xyz $bolts {
set x [lindex $xyz 0]
set y [lindex $xyz 1]
set sum1 [expr $value1+$x]
set value1 $sum1
set sum2 [expr $value2+$y]
set value2 $sum2
incr blah
}
lappend boltCentroid($num) "[expr $sum1/$blah] [expr $sum2/$blah]"
}
# -- Shell Props
set startnodetag 0
set starteletag 0
set pressure ""
set rho ""
set b1 ""
set b2 ""

# -- Node and Element Tag Groups
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------set nodeStart1 0
;# Nodes for plate 1
set nodeStart2 100000
;# Nodes for plate 2
set eleStart1
0
;# Element start for plate 1
set eleStart2
100000
;# Element start for plate 2
set eleTruss
200000
;# Elements start for truss
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set zerolength1
set zerolength2
set nodeBeam
set eleBeam
set eleStiff

300000
400000
500000
500000
600000

;# No longer used
;# No longer used
;# Start Node Tag connecting members
;# Start element Tag for connecting members
;# Start elements for stiffening

# Beam Material
Tag E(KSI) Poisson's Mass Density
nDMaterial ElasticIsotropic 1
$E
$nu
0.0
#
nDMaterial J2PlateFibre
#
uniaxialMaterial Elastic

Tag E(KSI) Poisson's Yield Lin Hardening
2
$E
$nu
$sig0 $H
Tag E(KSI)
3
[expr 1000*$E]

# -- Section Properties
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Section name
Tag Young Mod Poisson
section ElasticMembranePlateSection 1
$E
$nu

thickness
$thick

#section LayeredShell $Tag $Nlayers $matTag $thickness
section LayeredShell 2
5
2
$thick

# -- Add Bolt Nodes to Nodes for Mesh
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------set nodeNumber1 [llength $nodes]
set numBolts 0
foreach "num bolts" [array get boltgroup] {
set boltNodes($num) ""
foreach xyz $bolts {
set x [lindex $xyz 0]
set y [lindex $xyz 1]
lappend nodes "$x $y"
lappend boltNodes($num) $nodeNumber1
if { $plate == 1} {
lappend boltNodes($num) [expr $nodeNumber1 + $nodeStart2]
}
incr nodeNumber1
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incr numBolts
}
}
# -- Add Centroids of Boltgroups to Nodes for Mesh
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------set nodeNumber3 [llength $nodes]
foreach "num centroids" [array get boltCentroid] {
set centroidNodes($num) ""
foreach xyz $centroids {
set x [lindex $xyz 0]
set y [lindex $xyz 1]
lappend nodes "$x $y"
lappend centroidNodes($num) [expr $nodeNumber3 + $nodeStart1]
if { $plate == 1} {
lappend centroidNodes($num) [expr $nodeNumber3 + $nodeStart2]
}
incr nodeNumber3
}
}

# -- Procedure to Create Mesh
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------#shellTri $nodes $segments $holes $regionarea $maxarea $node
$Section
z coord
shellTri $nodes $segments $holes $regionarea $maxarea $nodeStart1
2
0
1
if { $plate == 1} {
shellTri $nodes $segments $holes $regionarea $maxarea $nodeStart2
2
$d
}

# -- Creating Shell Element List
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------set shellList ""
foreach ele [getEleTags] {

$element
$eleStart1

$eleStart2
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lappend shellList $ele
}

# -- Create Truss Connection
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------geomTransf Linear 1 1 1 0
if { $plate == 1} {
for {set i 1} {$i <= $numBolts} {incr i} {
#

tag

node1
Area mat

node2

element Truss [expr $eleTruss +$i] [expr $nodeStart1 + $outlineNodes + $i]
[expr $nodeStart2 + $outlineNodes + $i] $trussA 3
}
}

# -- Create List of Original Node Coords
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------foreach nd [getNodeTags] {
set X0($nd) [nodeCoord $nd 1]
set Y0($nd) [nodeCoord $nd 2]
set Z0($nd) [nodeCoord $nd 3]
}

# -- Add Unit Mass to Mesh Nodes
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------foreachnode [getNodeTags] {
mass $node 1 1 1 1 1 1
}
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APPENDIX B. MODEL LOADING SCRIPT
# 1 – Pinning Bolt Groups
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------pattern Plain 1 Constant {
foreach group $groupsToPin {
foreach bolt $boltNodes($group) {
sp $bolt 1 0.0
sp $bolt 2 0.0
sp $bolt 3 0.0
}
}
}

# 2 -- Rigid Beam Connections Between Bolts Being Loaded
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------if {$rigidBox == 1.0} {
set stiffEleCounter

$eleStiff

foreach loadgroup $groupsToLoad {
set stiffElements($loadgroup) ""
foreach "bolt1" $boltNodes($loadgroup) {
foreach "bolt2" $boltNodes($loadgroup) {
if { $bolt1 == $bolt2 } {
continue
}
#element elasticBeamColumn $eleTag $iNode $jNode $A $E $G $J $Iy $Iz
$transfTag <-mass $massDens>
element elasticBeamColumn $eleStiff $bolt1 $bolt2 $SbeamA $SbeamE
$SbeamG$SbeamJ $SbeamIy $SbeamIz 1
lappend stiffElements($loadgroup) $eleStiff
incr eleStiff
}
}
foreach "bolt1" $centroidNodes($loadgroup) {
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foreach "bolt2" $boltNodes($loadgroup) {
if { $bolt1 == $bolt2 } {
continue
}
#element elasticBeamColumn $eleTag $iNode $jNode $A $E $G $J $Iy $Iz
$transfTag <-mass $massDens>
element elasticBeamColumn $eleStiff $bolt1 $bolt2 $SbeamA $SbeamE
$SbeamG$SbeamJ $SbeamIy $SbeamIz 1
lappend stiffElements($loadgroup) $eleStiff
incr eleStiff
}
}
}
}

# 3 -- eigenvalue analysis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------set eigVals
[eigen $Nmodes]
puts "eigen value = $eigVals"
set eigenmaxz 0
foreach node [getNodeTags] {
set eigenz [nodeEigenvector $node 1 3]
if {[expr abs($eigenz)] > [expr abs($eigenmaxz)]} {
set eigenmaxz $eigenz ;# Note: keeping sign in eigenmax
}
}

set factor [expr $thick / $eigenmaxz]
if {$imperfection == 1.0} {
foreach node [getNodeTags] {
parameter 1 node $node coord 3
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set z0 $Z0($node)
set eigenz [nodeEigenvector $node 1 3]
updateParameter 1 [expr {$z0 + $percentThickness * $factor *
$eigenz} ]
remove parameter 1
}
}

# 4 -- Connecting Member Creation
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------if {$connectingMember == 1.0} {
if {$plate == 0} {
set tag $nodeBeam
set eletag
$eleBeam
foreach "num boltcoords" [array get boltgroup] {
foreach "centroid1" $centroidNodes($num) {
set pt1
$centroid1
set pt1coord [nodeCoord $pt1]
set pt1x
[lindex $pt1coord 0]
set pt1y
[lindex $pt1coord 1]
set tag
[expr $tag + 1]
set eletag
[expr $eletag +1]
#Creating Members
set cos [expr -cos($boltAngles($num))*$beamL]
set sin [expr -sin($boltAngles($num))*$beamL]
set beamEndx [expr $cos + $pt1x]
set beamEndy [expr $sin + $pt1y]
node $tag
$beamEndx $beamEndy 0.0
set beamEndNodes($num) $tag
#element elasticBeamColumn $eleTag $iNode $jNode $A $E $G $J $Iy $Iz
$transfTag <-mass $massDens>
element elasticBeamColumn $eleStiff $bolt1 $bolt2 $SbeamA $SbeamE
$SbeamG$SbeamJ $SbeamIy $SbeamIz 1
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}
}
}
if {$plate == 1} {
set tag $nodeBeam
set eletag
$eleBeam

foreach "num boltcoords" [array get boltgroup] {
foreach "centroid1 centroid2" $centroidNodes($num) {

set pt1
$centroid1
set pt1coord [nodeCoord $pt1]
set pt1x
[lindex $pt1coord 0]
set pt1y
[lindex $pt1coord 1]
set pt2
$centroid2
set half [expr $d/2]
set tag
[expr $tag + 1]
set eletag
[expr $eletag +1]
#creating middle node
node $tag $pt1x $pt1y $half
#Connecting Nodes
#element elasticBeamColumn $eleTag $iNode $jNode $A $E $G $J $Iy $Iz
$transfTag <-mass $massDens>
element elasticBeamColumn $eletag $pt1 $tag 1.0 [expr 1000*$E] $G 1.0 1.0 1.0 1
set eletag

[expr $eletag +1]

element elasticBeamColumn $eletag $tag $pt2 1.0 [expr 1000*$E] $G 1 1 1 1
#Creating Members
set eletag
[expr $eletag +1]
set previousTag
$tag
set tag
[expr $tag + 1]
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set cos [expr -cos($boltAngles($num))*$beamL]
set sin [expr -sin($boltAngles($num))*$beamL]
set beamEndx [expr $cos + $pt1x]
set beamEndy [expr $sin + $pt1y]
node $tag
$beamEndx $beamEndy $half
set beamEndNodes($num) $tag
#element elasticBeamColumn $eleTag $iNode $jNode $A $E $G $J $Iy $Iz
$transfTag <-mass $massDens>
element elasticBeamColumn $eletag $previousTag $tag $beamA $beamE
$beamG$beamJ $beamIy $beamIz 1
}
}
}
}

# 5 -- Pinning the end of Loaded Member
# -------------------------------------------

if {$pinEnd == 1.0} {
pattern Plain 3 Constant {
foreach group $groupsToLoad {
foreach bolt $beamEndNodes($group) {
sp $bolt 1 0.0
sp $bolt 2 0.0
sp $bolt 3 0.0
}
}
}
}
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# 6 -- In Plane Loading
# -------------------------------------------

pattern Plain 2 Linear {
foreach group $groupsToLoad {
set Nbolts [llength $boltNodes($group)]
set cos [expr cos($boltAngles($group))*($p/$Nbolts)]
set sin [expr sin($boltAngles($group))*($p/$Nbolts)]
foreach bolt $boltNodes($group) {
load $bolt [expr $cos] [expr $sin] 0 0 0 0
}
}
}
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APPENDIX C. ANALYSIS MODEL SCRIPT
# -- Analysis loop
# ------------------------------------------algorithm KrylovNewton -maxDim 6
integrator LoadControl 1.0
test EnergyIncr 1.0e-12 300
2
numberer RCM
constraints Plain
analysis Static
system UmfPack
# 1 -- Creating Bolt Arrays
# ------------------------------------------foreach "num" $groupsToLoad {
foreach "bolt" $boltNodes($num) {
set Disp($bolt) ""
}
}
# 2 -- Creating Output Group of Data
# ------------------------------------------puts $output ""
puts $output ""
puts $output "Loaded Groups $groupsToLoad"
puts $output "----------------------------"
set loadHistory ""
while { $br > $percentstiffness } {
# 3 -- Calculating total displacement
# ------------------------------------------foreach "num" $groupsToLoad {
foreach "node" $centroidNodes($num) {
set x1 [nodeDisp $node 1]
set y1 [nodeDisp $node 2]
set z1 [nodeDisp $node 3]
lappend Disp($node) [expr sqrt( pow($x1,2) + pow($y1,2) + 0*pow($z1,2))]
}
}
lappend loadHistory [expr $p*[getLoadFactor 2]]
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# 4 -- Calculating previous load and disp
# ------------------------------------------set previousLD [expr [getLoadFactor 2]*$p]
foreach "num" $groupsToLoad {
foreach "node" $centroidNodes($num) {
set x1 [nodeDisp $node 1]
set y1 [nodeDisp $node 2]
set z1 [nodeDisp $node 3]
set testdisp [expr sqrt( pow($x1,2) + pow($y1,2) + 0*pow($z1,2))]
set previousdisp($node) $testdisp
}
}
# 5 -- Analysis failure break
# ------------------------------------------set loopbreaker [analyze 1]
if {$loopbreaker < 0 } {
puts "analysis failed. Try reducing load step."
break
}

# 6 -- Finding stresses in shell elements
# ------------------------------------------foreach ele [getEleTags] {
if {$ele >= $eleTruss} {
continue
}
for {set ip 1} {$ip <= 4} {incr ip} {
for {set fib 1} {$fib <= 5} {incr fib} {
if {$fib != 1} {continue}
set sigma [eleResponse $ele material $ip fiber $fib stress]
set sig11 [lindex $sigma 0]
set sig22 [lindex $sigma 1]
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set sig12 [lindex $sigma 2]
set sig23 [lindex $sigma 3]
set sig31 [lindex $sigma 4]
set J2 [expr 1.0/6.0*(pow($sig11$sig22,2)+pow($sig22,2)+pow($sig11,2)+pow($sig12,2)+pow($sig23,2)+pow($sig31,
2))]
set fail [expr pow(($sig0/3.0),2)]

if {$J2 >= $fail} {
lappend yieldedElems $ele
set ok -1.0
}
#Finding Maximum Stress
if { [expr abs($J2)] > $J2max } {
set J2max [expr abs($J2)]
}
}
}
}
# 7 -- Calculating original stiffness
# ------------------------------------------if { $start == 0 } {
foreach "num" $groupsToLoad {
foreach "node" $centroidNodes($num) {
set x1 [nodeDisp $node 1]
set y1 [nodeDisp $node 2]
set z1 [nodeDisp $node 3]
set testdisp [expr sqrt( pow($x1,2) + pow($y1,2) + 0*pow($z1,2))]
set LD [expr [getLoadFactor 2]*$p]
set originalstiffness($node) [expr $LD/$testdisp]
}
}
incr start

}
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# 8 -- Calculating New Stiffness
# ------------------------------------------foreach "num" $groupsToLoad {
foreach "node" $centroidNodes($num) {
set x1 [nodeDisp $node 1]
set y1 [nodeDisp $node 2]
set z1 [nodeDisp $node 3]
set testdisp [expr sqrt( pow($x1,2) + pow($y1,2) + 0*pow($z1,2))]
set LD [expr [getLoadFactor 2]*$p]
foreach "disp" $previousdisp($node) {
set dispminusone $disp
}
set stiffness [expr ($LD-$previousLD)/($testdisp-$dispminusone)]
foreach "stiff" $originalstiffness($node) {
set originalstiff $stiff
}
set brtest [expr $stiffness/$originalstiff]
if {$brtest <= $br} {
set br $brtest
puts "stiffness $stiffness"
puts "original $originalstiff"
}
}
}

puts "Defined failure = $br"
puts "Load Factor = [getLoadFactor 2]"
#Creating Last point in Disp
if {$br < $percentstiffness} {
foreach "num" $groupsToLoad {
foreach "node" $centroidNodes($num) {
set x1 [nodeDisp $node 1]
set y1 [nodeDisp $node 2]
set z1 [nodeDisp $node 3]
lappend Disp($node) [expr sqrt( pow($x1,2) + pow($y1,2) + 0*pow($z1,2))]
}
}
lappend loadHistory [expr $p*[getLoadFactor 2]]
}
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}
# 9 -- Filling output file
# ------------------------------------------foreach "num" $groupsToLoad {
foreach "node" $centroidNodes($num) {
set list $Disp($node)
puts $output "Node Number. $node. "
puts $output "Node Disp (in)"
foreach "disp" $list {
puts $output "$disp"
}
puts $output "Load (kips)"
foreach "load" $loadHistory {
puts $output "$load"
}
puts $output ""
}
}
# 10 -- remove loads and constraints
# ------------------------------------------remove loadPattern 1
remove loadPattern 2
remove loadPattern 3
remove loadPattern 4
remove loadPattern 5

